Messages from Shaltazar – Changing the Paradigm for
Giving & Receiving
Yes We are here. We are here with you now and forever. For We know, We know more
than you may realize that We know. Because often you go forth with your thinking mind,
and your logic and your linearity trying to figure out what is becoming a more complex
and often confusing world. We are sorry it has to be so difficult for so many. Let Us
assure you that it is not punishment, it is not even karma. Some of what is happening on
your planet now is being created by the collective consciousness, but the shift in energy
that is allowing the potential for great change is being created by the Source, the All.
This opportunity is being created for you, because of what has occurred through the last
number of generations. We are coming forth on the cycle where there is an opportunity
to connect beyond the veil. It is not the first time humankind has had this opportunity.
Some of you know because you were there. You were there in Atlantis. You were there
in Lemuria. You were there in ancient times and you will recognize the message We
bring to you, for deep within you there is a remembering and you recognize the truth.
And so once again planet Earth is being given the opportunity to create a spiritual
awakening that has never occurred as this one may.
And We say, as this one may, because the decision of what is to be is always in the
hands of the human inhabitants of planet Earth. For although you exist in the Duality of
Earth, the Source has granted you a great gift and that is the gift of free choice. That
does not mean that you cannot call upon Us and ask for assistance and ask for
guidance for We will gladly accommodate your request. But what you do, what you
choose to do with that guidance, with that advice, is left for you to decide. So how the
unfolding of this part of the cycle will be, is up to you, is up to the collective
consciousness, and it might be easy to think that things are not going well in this
unfolding of a new time, of a new age, of a new world. As you look around you see
much hardship, much difficulty, many challenges, and although you see glimpses of
Light in political systems, in other institutions there appears to be much darkness that is
coming to the surface. Please do not be afraid and see that as a sign that this time of
opportunity is not unfolding with the great potential that it has. For when the Light
becomes stronger, when the Light comes pouring in, it pushes the darkness, and the
darkness becomes agitated, and the darkness will push back.
But let Us assure you that if it is desired by the collective consciousness the Light shall
continue to come forth, stronger and stronger, and stronger. But let Us remind you that

is your choice. For darkness does not exist in the higher realms. Darkness only exists in
the polarity, in the Duality of planet Earth. So this darkness that you see around you is a
human creation not a Divine creation. If you are afraid of it then it can allow your Light to
dim. But if you stand strong in your Light you can push out the darkness. And so We
come to the message that We wish to give you this evening.
That message is regarding how you may assist in bringing more Light to your planet.
When the Light is strong enough, when the Light is intense enough, you will reach a
tipping point. And you will move in to the place that your ancestors knew. A place where
your ability to ascend while still in human form is not only possible but common place.
And so you may ask “What is it that I can do at this time to help us reach the tipping
point?”
We say to you, stay in the Light. But We hear you say, “What does that mean?” And
We say to you, you are coming into the season that is often known in various faiths,
religions, and different parts of the world as the season of giving where everyone
hustles and bustles and buys presents and gives to others. And if you have noticed over
the years, that giving has become more and more materialistic. That giving has become
more ego-based. And so, what We would like to share with you is the understanding
that giving may not be the way or the only way to express to others your feelings for
them. Let Us remind you that you do live in the planet of Duality where the laws of
polarity exist. And so We may suggest to you that giving is only one of the polarities of
the continuum and We hear you say “What is the other polarity?” And Our answer to
you is receiving. We feel your puzzlement, for giving is different than receiving.
Many of you were taught, you believe that it is better to give than to receive. We would
like to suggest to you that that is an illusion. It is time to consider changing the paradigm
about giving. For you see, you cannot give that which you do not have. And so We
invite you to focus for a moment on receiving, and realizing that in the giving/receiving
continuum, that when you give, someone else receives. And when you receive, you are
also giving. We are not asking you to understand this logically, but to trust Us and in the
coming days try to reflect on the continuum of giving and receiving.
If our premise is true that you cannot give what you do not have, then maybe you will
consider receiving more first, and then giving. For in your civilization you have gotten
away from the practice of receiving with grace. Hopefully this evening you have opened
your heart enough to receive Our message, for We bring it to you in love. And We ask
you for a moment, with your hearts open, to receive the love, the care, the concern, the
understanding, the compassion, the empathy and the support that We are now sending
you. Some of you may begin to feel a tingle. You may begin to feel a warmth in your
body as you open up to receive the gift that We are giving you.
And if you have received it you may notice that you feel fuller, you feel more complete,
and you are feeling more in the place of love, more in the place of compassion, more in
the place of harmony. And then what We suggest is from that place, you are now in a
position to give, to give greater to those around you. It is time to realize that the
materialism that is shared at this time of year is not accomplishing the purpose that
giving and receiving was designed to do. For you give your family and your friends a
gift, and in the moment it feels good to you, and in the moment it feels good to them,

and then you open up your credit card bill and that feeling seems to melt away as the
anticipation of having to pay for it, the anticipation of the fear of lack takes you over.
So what are We suggesting you may ask? Begin to give differently. Firstly We ask you
to receive, to fill yourself up, to fill yourself up with the feeling of abundance, whether
you have monetary resources or not, you can still feel abundant. To fill yourself up with
love, to fill yourself up with gratitude, to fill yourself up with compassion. You see there
is a place within you where all of that exists. But for some the pilot light is dim. You have
not allowed yourself to connect to the Infinite Source that will constantly fill you up. For
various reasons your ability to receive has diminished. You're more concerned about
giving than receiving, and We ask you again, please consider a paradigm shift.
Please consider receiving before you give. Of course We do not mean receiving in a
material way. For that pilot light is the Light that was implanted within you upon your
incarnation. That pilot light is your connection to the Source, to the All, to the Universe.
So allow oxygen to be blown upon your pilot light so you may receive from the Infinite
Source, and when, and only when, you are full from your receiving, then you can begin
your giving. And you very well may find that the giving that you wish to do may be of a
different nature than you have been used to over the past number of years. You may
not rush out to the stores to get the bargains so you can buy the pair of socks, the tie,
the sweater, the i-thing for your family and friends. For when you are full, when you
have received fully that which is your birthright, you may find that the giving you wish to
do will be of a different nature. You may find that the giving will be the giving of love,
compassion, empathy, understanding, friendship, support, connectedness. You may
find that what you want to give to family and friends is priceless compared to the
material things that you were used to giving.
The gift of love is far greater than the gift of a material possession, and yet you stress
and hurry about in the hustle and bustle of this season, wondering what material gift will
our brother, our sister, our mother, our father, our friends be happy with? Let Us assure
you that if you gave love more of the time your gift would be appreciated even more. For
you see, when you give a material possession, it creates momentary joy, momentary
happiness, but when you give the gift of love, when you give the gift of empathy, when
you give the gift of friendship, when you give the gift of support, you are giving
something that is priceless. Because you see, Our brothers and sisters, most of the
humans on your planet are craving for that love, are craving for that support, are craving
that compassion. Because, as We said before the darkness is oozing out as the Light
pours in. And more and more of your human brothers and sisters are suffering and
going through challenging times. Yes they may appreciate the pair of socks, they may
appreciate the winter sweater as this hemisphere enters the winter season. But let Us
assure you that the gift of love will be appreciated even more.
We would also like to suggest another paradigm shift, and that is that you do not need a
season of giving, you do not need a religious doctrine or faith to tell you that this is the
time you should give. For giving should be 365 days a year, but not the material giving.
And We hear you cry out, but if I give so much I will be drained. And We go back to
pointing out the insight that if you continue to receive, if you continue to give to yourself,
if you continue to fill yourself up from the Infinite Source you will have an extremely
heightened capacity to give to others.
We still encourage you to have your special giving rituals, your giving celebrations, but

do not put so much importance on them. Instead, learn that giving and receiving, the
polarities that exist in the continuum, should and could occur all year round. So We
suggest to you that tomorrow take some time to create some space so that you can fill
yourself up. Tell the Universe that you are open to receiving the gifts that It will send you
and feel yourself become full as the love finds its way into your Beingness. And then
when you give that gift, that material gift, give it with love, give it with compassion, with
empathy, with caring, with kindness. You will see that if you are able to make this shift,
your world will change in a very big way. Can you imagine a world where giving and
receiving is happening every minute of every day? When that occurs and We say
when, because if it is to occur, it is up to you.
Each time one of you chooses to receive that which is your birthright, and share it with
others you are one step closer to creating a world without war, a world at peace, a world
that cares, a world that supports. Can you imagine the resources that become available
when you stop fighting each other? When you stop killing each other? When you stop
spying on each other? Billions, and billions, and billions of monetary dollars become
available. The fear gives way to trust. The fear gives way to faith. The fear gives way to
love. And so We ask you to consider putting love in the equation of receiving and giving
this holiday season. All you need do is open your hearts and We will send you the love
that you can share with others. We are here for you anytime you wish to connect with
Us, simply quiet your mind and open your heart, and We come pouring in. Go in peace.
Go in love for We are with you always and forever, Our love for you is unconditional.
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